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When you are sitting at home waiting for a call from your
spouse after she finishes her night dive, you really don’t want to
pick up the phone and have a male voice say, ‘Fritz, everything
is OK’.
You just know right away it’s not. In fact, it turned out fine. My
thanks to a caring Club (Jim Pappin and Doug Coutts being the
main ‘handlers’) that dealt well in a situation that needed some
prompt care. After carrying around the O2 kit for years, it finally
got a workout. In addition, some people learned this is a certification that maybe they need to get or should brush up on.
Hard on the heels of that event, a diver is lost in Cove 2 and one
of our members finds the body in minutes after emergency
crews, looking all afternoon, have failed. As part of that attempted recovery process, Johanna Raupe had a free flow at
about the worst time you can imagine, did a free ascent a bit
too quickly, and also got to see the insides of the nice new Virginia Mason chamber. Two Club members, in 2 weeks, go for a
chamber ride. That has to be some sort of record for the Club.
[Note – Not a Yahoo member? If you were you would have gotten all this information and more as the incidents unfolded.]

I emphasize - an experienced diver ( it has since been reported
to me that he’d made 50 dives, over more than a decade and
only the recent 3 class dives were cold water) taking an Advanced course, with an instructor, in a small class, died. That is
beyond upsetting. That is a straight up catastrophe. As is normal
after a tragedy, there is a discussion from the more experienced
members, which could be easily read as a sentiment that says "I
will take care of myself, hope you can too". This is an intimidating place to be, in a sport that has some real dangers
involved with it.
These kinds of incidents, especially this close to home, always lead to a lot of discussion. This is a complex topic and it
deserves more time than I will give it here. We’ll be working on possibly carving out some Club time to discuss these
issues in a forum. Some things that did come out of this discussion are a lot of people wanting some classes in O2 and
Rescue, and a mess of pony bottles getting prepped to go into service or being bought outright for use. This is good,
but I have some personal thoughts as both a diver and a Club President.
I believe in self-sufficiency but I would like Club divers to step back a pace and think about this from the new diver
point of view and from the larger picture of being a safe diver/safe buddy.
New divers are often new Club members. I want them to have a fun, friendly, rewarding, and safe place to expand
their experience base. They do not have the experience, they do not have the skills developed yet, and incidents like
this last month do nothing to make the cold deep waters of the NW seem inviting, warm, and fuzzy.
I want members to think about that. Remember that somewhere, sometime, we were all new divers too. Our growth
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in the sport is a reflection of the dives and the dive buddies we had above and under water.
Then, if Club members choose to do so, step up to the responsibility of being a really solid buddy to someone that
needs that support while they build their own skill base. If at all possible, you should try to add to that skill base.
Experienced divers do become the 'mentor of fact' every time they take a less experienced diver in the water. Like it
or not, you are a role model. The way you handle yourself both in and out of the water will ultimately far surpass any
training from any agency out there. People learn mostly by watching and imitation. We are a social community. We
absolutely affect one another, and the collective response of the group determines the path of the Club. This
deserves some thinking.
I believe instruction is important, but we all know you just do not get the time underwater required to become a
decent diver in a class. Classes are too brief, plus the social and economic force operating on them are not improving
that situation, which is another whole problem. What you do get, hopefully, is to be pointed in the right direction of
how to practice the new skills you hope to acquire, and how to think about different kinds of diving and situations.
Time underwater is critical, there is no substitute. This is a major function of this Club for all members all the time.
We are always learning.
You don't go from new diver to an experienced diver in a couple weeks (Kimber being the exception here). Most of us
kind of watch that new divers get ~50 dives before we consider that some minimal NW competency has been acquired. By 100 dives, most divers are getting reasonably stable. This is if those dives are put together in a schedule of
at least 6 dives/year and hopefully more than 12 dives/year. So a new diver, diving monthly, could take 3-4 years to
hit basic NW diving comfort, not even necessarily competency. This is not uncommon. People on both sides of the
buddy team do need to think about that.
[My anecdotal rule of thumb for learning after Open Water 1:
If you do 1 dive every 2 months, you will be stuck forever in the same skill level you left OW1-no progress at all.
Follow that schedule for a long time and you will regress. A week in Hawaii every year will not adequately prepare
you to dive here-ever.
Do a local dive per month and you will progress OK, but slowly. Do 2 dives/month and you will progress fairly well. Do
1 dive/week and you will progress rapidly. Do less than 1 dive every 2 months and you will lose ground. That’s just the
way it is.
Certification may be forever, but skills not routinely used are soon lost. Unfortunate, but that’s the way it is.
This observation is not necessarily true for all folks all the time, but seems to be pretty good for most folks most of the
time.]
No diver needs to, or should, dive with anyone, or in any situation, with whom they are uncomfortable. All divers
need to be responsible for their personal comfort level, experience base, skill level, training, and equipment safety.
All buddy teams need to sort out all those variables, and anything else that may affect the dive, for every single dive.
Dive situations and dive buddies change constantly. For an experienced pair, this can be very brief. For folks that don't know one another at all, or do not dive together routinely, some real time needs to be
spent sorting this out. As we have seen and continue to hear,
communication underwater can, and does, go to hell very quickly.
Emergencies seem to be the best way to really muck up communication fast.
The buddy system is just 'another system'. It has advantages, and disadvantages. It is not a panacea, but neither are 7 foot hoses or pony
bottles. You can never predict the exact nature of a problem or impending disaster. It is important for all divers to try to think about the
entire dive dynamic, all parts, systems, and people involved, and then put that together to have a fun but safe time.
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People have the ability to do that quite well, and pretty quickly, but it does take practice and discipline. All it takes is
one of the buddy pair to insist on it.
Unfortunately, we tend to get rusty and complacent. An incident like this
kicks us out of that complacency. That's useful, but at a terrible cost.
Right now, many people are thinking of ways to make their diving safer. I'm glad people are thinking about it. Try to
hold on to that urgency as it will naturally fade away. Make sure you are both the best buddy you can be, and the
most self sufficient diver that NW diving demands. Discuss each dive with your buddy. Buddy pairs make their own
rules; it's up to them to decide. The Club does not define how certified buddies control their dive. You are individually
responsible for that. As a fellow diver, I want everyone to be safe. Take some time to practice those seldom used
skills. It can be fun. Make it a part of your dive plan. The more prepared you are, the safer you are, and the more you
can relax and enjoy the dive. That’s the real goal.

Fritz Merkel
Cover Photo
This month’s cover photo is by Joyce Merkel. It was taken on a night dive at the Pipeline. The Stubby Squid
suddenly appeared mid column in front of her. She was using a Nikon P5100, speed 1/250, aperture 6.8.
Lighting source was the internal flash plus a Big Blue focus light.

PUBLIC VERSION – This is a special version of the Buoy Tender for the public. The Member
Version includes private information for contacting dive hosts. Please join our club and
receive the Member Version.

Costa Baja Resort

Lazin' @ Los Islotes

IN this issue; Dan Clements recent trip to Baja; here are some views taken by your BT editor last year to
whet your appetites!
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THE BANQUET IS COMING - MARCH 31!
Escape to Hawaii – dress like you think you are on a tropical holiday, or are a tropical holiday, or tropical
fish, or something bright and colorful. The food is great, the setting is unique, and the company simply cannot be beat! I’m hankering for a good time after the gray days and events of the last month. Sign-up cut off
is March 23.
The dive community has been good to us. We have some great prizes, and this year some unusual ones.
Prepare to buy plenty of raffle tickets, you’ll want them.
Prizes in no special order are:
"Marine Life of the Pacific NW" by Andy Lamb
Z-Light canister light $350 (Rich Zade)
6 Tickets to Seattle Aquarium (tour possible)
2 PhotoBooks
2 x Seasoft Visionmaster Super Mask +
2 x Seasoft Seaguard Snorkel
5 x $50 Gift Certificate (no weight bags)

Karin Fletcher
MBDC Club
Aquarium
MBDC Club
Bruce Justinen/Seasoft
Bruce Justinen/Seasoft
Bruce Justinen/Seasoft

Puget Sound Dive Charters
Divers Dream-LuJac 1 x 2-tank dive trip
Aluminator 1 x 2-tank dive trip
Pacific Adventures 1 x 2-for-1
NW Dive Charter 1 x 2-for-1
Bandito 2 x 2-for-1, 2 tank dive trip
2 tank Live Boat Dive for 2 members

Adam Yates
Phil Jensen
Howie Dickerman
Don and Diane Coleman
Bill Minton
Rick Meyers
Doug Miller

Pt. Townsend Dive Shop - TBA
Seahorse Box
Nautilus Lifeline GPS-VHF Radio for Divers
$100 Gift Certificate to Salty's
2 x $50 Gift Certificate (no cameras)

Don Peterson
Gene Coronetz
Doug Miller / Milltech Marine
Jason Dudum Financial
Jack Connick/Optical Oceans

There are some terrific people in the dive community. Bruce Justinen from Seasoft has given more than
generously. Doug and Karin have put up some outstanding prizes, along with a boat dive, plus the time to
make the Photo Book. Jack Connick has $100 worth of gift certificates to Optical Oceans for the photo bugs.
The dive charters have come through again this year. A charter is always a great prize for a diver. I’ve been
playing with the Z-light and it’s enough to make a President go bad and abscond with the goods. I have light
envy, that’s for sure. Our own first ever Photo Book is going to be something unique and would be welcome
on any coffee table. Be ready to show the folks what we see under water. Even if you don’t win, you can
sign up and buy one near Club cost. $100 worth of food and drink at Salty’s would be tasty anytime. There
may be more. Sign up, come and enjoy the company, the food, and get in on the raffle. Without a doubt
the Annual Banquet is the social event of the year you do not want to miss.
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Sign up at the meeting, use the Banquet form that’s attached to this newsletter, or via PayPal: Log onto
www.paypal.com and send money to: treasurer@markerbuoydiveclub.org
Note: you can pay by credit/debit card only via PayPal.
Put your real name in the Comments…please, so we know who you are.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
RENEW RENEW RENEW RENEW – It’s renewal time!
That’s as clear as I can make it. The March meeting is the last time to renew without penalty. After this
meeting, the dues go up $5. At the end of March, we will purge the email and Yahoo list. No Yahoo Groups,
no emails, no newsletter. We do need the waiver filled out and signed along with your check. No, it’s not a
modern payment system, but who says diving is modern? If you’ve just been putting it off, please take the
few minutes to stay part of this remarkable community.

NW DIVE EXPO – April 21-22
The Northwest Dive & Travel Expo 2012 will take place this year at the Greater Tacoma Convention & Trade
Center. 50+ free seminars, 300+ exciting exhibit booths. The Treasure Hunt is at Owen Beach in Point Defiance Park on Sunday, April 22 at 9 AM. It’s early, but it’s fun to watch and a good way to volunteer.

Volunteers Wanted! Volunteering gets you into EXPO for free.
MBDC will have a recruitment/information table. We will need volunteers for both the booth and for the
EXPO event itself (50 hours - this pays for our booth space).
Catherine Knowlson has offered to coordinate the volunteers.
EXPO volunteers should sign up directly on line at:
[http://www.divenewsnetwork.com/attendee-info/volunteer.html] and notify Catherine.
We will have a sign up sheet for the booth at the meeting for 2 hour slots.

From Bob Goddess, former MBDC member & club president:
"In Fiji I live on a rather remote island by name of Taveuni. It's the 3rd largest island in Fiji and approximately the size
of Lake Washington. Very rural as although the 3rd largest island we have a population of 11,000 which is less than
2% of Fiji's population. The majority of our native population lives on about $10/day or considerably less. For food
they depend on their small farms and what they can harvest from the sea. Many must go out snorkeling daily for
some small fish for dinner, yet many don't even have adequate fins and often use ancient rubber leaking masks.
Should some MBDC members be willing to donate their no-longer-used mask/fins/snorkels/booties/shorties this
would be GREATLY APPRECIATED. Taveuni's local population must (sadly) depend on charity for such items as buying
them in Fiji would be literally impossible. It could easily take several weeks wages just to purchase a half-way decent
set of fins.”
Bob will attend our next meeting on Wednesday, March 7; Please bring your donations! Bob will also speak briefly
about our club’s history and about life on Taveuni.

Next Club Meeting
The guest speaker at the next club meeting on Wednesday, March 7th, 2012 at 7:00 PM will be our own
Greg Wilson who will show a short local video and talk about using a scooter at our local dive sites, a little
history, dive planning, and diving emergency protocols.
Our meetings are held at: Sunset Hills Community Center: 3003 NW 66th Street Seattle, WA 98117-6214
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DIVE PLANNING PARTY
Saturday, March 10th. While the main event is filling up the dive calendar for the next few months, this is also
a time of socializing with other club members. Bring a dish for this potluck dinner to share and/or bring something to
grill, if you like. BYOB. Meet time is 5 pm. Oh, yes, don't forget to bring your favorite dive to add to the calendar.

Whale Exhibit Ready at MAST Center
For the past two years, the folks at the Marine Science & Technology Center, Highline Community College, have
been prepping the carcass of the whale that died on a beach in West Seattle.
Saturday, March 3 was the public unveiling of the skeleton of the animal. Fully cleaned and lovingly assembled, the
whale skeleton is now hanging in the main hallway of the MaST building at Redondo, WA (Des Moines, WA)
MaST is open to the public every Saturday from 10am to 2pm. Live video streaming occurs during this time.
If you couldn't come down to see the event in person, you can (hopefully) watch it online here:
http://flightline.highline.edu/mast/live/dive.php
MaST director, Rus Higley, and a host of dedicated folks have worked very hard to be able to bring this remarkable
bit of marine science to the public. In addition to the full skeleton hanging in the building, we also have a really nice
series of exhibits to view that tell the story of this magnificent creature.

Photos By Judi Brooks

PUBLIC VERSION – This is a special version of the Buoy Tender for the public. The Member
Version includes private information for contacting dive hosts. Please join our club and
receive the Member Version.
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Magdalena Bay & La Paz
Late last year my wife and I heard that the gray whale migration to Bahia Magdalena on the west coast of Baja was by
far the largest on record. There were an estimated 1,000
whales in this bay alone. We decided to combine a trip to Bahia Magdalena with a visit to La Paz to check out hotels and
operators for an October whale shark and dive trip later this
year.
All I can say is “Wow!” We spent three days camping in the
sand dunes with Mar y Adventuras out of La Paz, and it was
spectacular. Morning and afternoon panga outings with many
whales, superb food, and every evening the cooks made up a
batch of margaritas or piña coladas to sip on while we
watched the sun set over the Pacific.
Our naturalists estimated that the number of whales in the
Bay during our visit was about 500: mostly newborn calves,
mothers, and breeding males and females. Older juveniles
and non-breeding whales had already started the long trip
up the coast to Washington, BC, Alaska, and the Bering Sea.
With a round trip migration of 16,000 to 22,000 miles, gray
whales are believed to have the longest migration of any
mammal.
What is special about the lagoons that line the middle of
Baja’s Pacific coast are the protection they offer gray
whales from predators and the elements. Pregnant females
generally give birth in mid-January, and calves have only six
to twelve weeks to grow before they begin their journey north. The shallow lagoons offer protection from Orca,
besides man, the only other gray whale predator, and sharks, which may attack baby and younger grays.
While the bays offer protection, they do not
provide food. Once they leave their northern
habitat, gray whales do not eat until after they
return from their migration south. The long
migration, lack of food, giving birth, and nursing
babies results in pregnant whales losing up to a
third of their body weight.
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There is a resident population of approximately 200
whales who spend the summer along the Pacific coast of
Washington, Oregon and BC. It is estimated that the Pacific gray whale population, which in pre-whaling days numbered over 100,000, is currently in the 20,000 to 22,000
range, and is listed as critically endangered.
We had an outstanding trip, which was made even better
by swimming and photographing whale sharks in the bay
off La Paz.

Dan Clements
Four MBDCs @ Day Island
(Fritz, Kirby, Darren & Paul Riggs) braved
Wind, Waves and Maximum current on Saturday, 2/25. Rob decided to wait for a better day. I respect that kind of decision.
Kirby had warned of wind. Gale warnings
were posted. I spent Friday being kind of
bummed. But, Sat. dawned cold, rainy, and
essentially windless....at our house. The net
showed wind speed @mid-teens with gusts
to mid-twenties. The prediction was for
dropping wind.
So, dive ON! The current felt stout, but only
a bit more than other drifts we've done. I
did realize that if I had to actually counter it,
the fight would be short. But we didn't have
to do that.
Current was manageable, but a chore. It needed a lot of exertion to hold, and a downright sprint to go against it.
Stopping to look at anything was work. We did a lot of bottom grabbing.
As we got to the exit area, the current died out completely. We poked around in the welcome calm for a bit before
heading up. As soon as we started in, the current reversed; slack was mere minutes. The north entry shelf was
pretty wave roiled up. As we went up the slope, the viz deteriorated rapidly until it was only a few feet. The trick
there was to get fins off without losing them, and get to shore in spite of the 2 ft. waves and the post-dive wobbles.
Waves were larger and profuse by now. Wind was about the same, but going against the current now. I don't think
I'd have gone in if it looked like it did when we got out. Post dive socializing at Steamers is always a great way to end
a DIW dive. I do think I've found the reasonable upper limit for this particular drift dive.

Fritz
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Possession Point State Park “Fingers”
Though the weather prediction was NOT encouraging,
MBDC really turned out in force today; Mark Wilson,
Kimber Chard, Bruce Moen, Devon Johnson, Darren
Curtis, Mike Russell & Christine Scott, Al Aylesworth &
Steve Kalilimoku, 2 Randies & one guest; Dan Goertz
and me, the host …
My cool find of this dive was an abandoned octopus den
which contained the remains of a nest. The strings
which formerly held eggs still hung from the ceiling of
this hole, and these were feed for a dozen sailfin sculpin,
some-thing I’d never seen before…
Black rockfish school in session…
Mark had found an overhang, the ceiling of which was covered with delightful pink cup coral…
Up on the beach, between dives, Al, in despair, recounted that he could not get any fish to eat the squid bait he had
offered. (Indeed, I later found that the rockfish & ling turned up their noses at this delicious sushi!)
Then, on the second dive, my excellent spotter found 2 GPOs (I’d swam past the first one and saw the 2nd); this
second GPO appreciated a serving of Al’s squid offered by Mark. A big “golf ball lithoid” (aka Rhinoceros Crab) &
“Dead Man’s Fingers” (a brown sponge) were found in quick succession. We then encountered a very long, dark
overhang which I dubbed “The Cavern of the 12 Brown Irish Lords and One Red One” (I did recall that it is actually
NOT the color, but the number of horizontal rows of scales at the dorsal fin that differentiate the 2 types). These fish
greedily gulped down Al’s squid that we offered, faster than the blink of an eye. Then they followed us like puppies
seeking another treat!
I will affirm that we were all delighted by the varied geography and sightings of this truly excellent dive site!

Gene

Quillback Rockfish on a field of Zoanthid

Squid munching GPO

Rhinoceros Crab

Typical PPSP residents captured digitally by our Club’s photographers Jim Boone, Joyce Merkel &Drew Collins
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Dive Calendar
Date & Time
Feb 29 Wed
Mar 3 Sat
Mar 4 Sun
Mar 7, Wed 2012
Meet 7 PM
Mar 9 Fri

Location & Contact Information

3-Tree N, Burien
Titlow Beach, Tacoma
Point Hudson Jetty, Port Townsend
MB Club Meeting
Sunset Hill Community Center 3003 NW 66th St

Notes
Night dive exp.
All divers
All divers
Everyone welcome
Night dive exp.

Mar 14 Wed
Mar 17 Sat
Mar 18 Sun
Mar 18 Sun
Mar 21 Wed
Mar 25 Sun
Mar 28 Wed

3-Tree N, Burien. All women’s dive.
Seacrest Cove 3, West Seattle
Dive planning party
Alki Junk Yard, West Seattle
Day Island Wall, Tacoma
Sund Rock, Hood Canal.
Possession Point Fingers, Possession Pt, Whidbey Is
Edmonds UW Park, Edmonds
Day Island Wall, Tacoma. 3 Tree N, Burien

Mar 31 Sat

Deception Pass, Whidbey Island

Advanced divers

Mar 31 Sat

2012 MBDC Annual Banquet. PS Yacht Club

Apr 1 Sun

Deception Pass, Whidbey Island

Advanced divers

Apr 4, Wed 2012
Meet 7 PM

MB Club Meeting
th
Sunset Hill Community Center 3003 NW 66 St

Everyone welcome

Apr 11 Wed

3 Tree N, Burien

Night dive exp

Apr 18 Wed

Alki Junk Yard, West Seattle

Night dive exp

Apr 21-22 Sat/Sun
Apr 25 Wed

Dive Expo 2012- Tacoma Convention Center.
Edmonds Underwater Park (BHUT), Edmonds

Night dive exp

Apr 29 Sun

Deception Pass, Whidbey Island.

Adv divers

May 2, Wed 2012
Meet 7 PM

MB Club Meeting
th
Sunset Hill Community Center 3003 NW 66 St

Everyone welcome

May 9 Wed

3 Tree N, Burien

Twilight dive exp

May 16 Wed

Alki Junk Yard, West Seattle

Twilight dive exp

May 23 Wed
May 30 Wed
Jun 6 , Wed 2012
Meet 7 PM
Jun 13 Wed
Jun 20 Wed
Jun 27 Wed

3-Tree N, Burien.
Edmonds UW Park, Edmonds.

Twilight dive exp.
All divers
Everyone welcome

Mar 10 Sat
Mar 10 Sat

MB Club Meeting
th
Sunset Hill Community Center 3003 NW 66 St

Alki Junk Yard, West Seattle
Edmonds UW Park, Edmonds.
3-Tree N, Burien
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Mod to Adv
Night dive exp.
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All divers
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Dive Calendar Trips
Date & Time
April 14-15, 2012
April 16-20, 2012
April 19-22, 2012
April 23-27, 2012
June (first week)2012

Location & Contact Information

Howe Sound, BC boat and shore dive.

Notes
Mod to Adv

Catalina,
Nautilus Swell liveaboard, Vancouver BC.
Monterey, Pt. Lobos, Shore & boat dive trip
Bahamas Shark dives –

PUBLIC VERSION – This is a special version of the Buoy Tender for the public. The Member
Version includes private information for contacting dive hosts. Please join our club and
receive the Member Version.

A further thought about dive safety; if you see this creature coming at you, LEAVE THE
WATER!
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Environmental Stewardship
REEF CRITTER OF THE MONTH:
JUVENILE YELLOWEYE ROCKFISH
BY JOYCE MERKEL
Picture was taken at Possession Pt. Fingers where I’ve most often seen these. Also found them on the Possession Pt Ferry. Furthest south I’ve discovered one has been the old Edmonds Oil
dock. Always a special find.

Juvenile Yelloweye Rockfish
Sebastes ruberrimus
Scorpionfish Family
Description and color: Red, with
white stripes. Fins edged in
white. Younger ones are darker,
and turn more reddish orange as
they get older. Also lose their
stripes.
Range: Alaska to Northern Baja
Size: Juveniles are usually up to 8
inches long.
Hangouts: Deep! Love rocky reef
areas with cracks and overhangs
and places to hide.
Depth: You won't usually see
them unless you're below about
80 feet.
Behavior: Shy, but will hang around if you're stealthy and sneaky and just observe non-threateningly.
ID Clues: Bright to dark red with beautiful white stripes! Nothing else like 'em!
Comments: The Adult Yelloweye Rockfish usually dwells well below recreational diving limits, so chances of
you seeing one of them are slim. Juveniles are very cool to find!
-description contributed by Janna Nichols, REEF Level 5
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Nudibranch Abundance
By Karin Fletcher

Below are the results of my non-scientific survey of nudibranch abundance at a variety of dive sites in the Pacific Northwest during March for the previous two years.

Top Ten Nudibranchs for March (in order of abundance)
Scientific Name
Flabellina trilineata
Flabellina verrucosa
Cuthona concinna or cocoachroma
Hermessinda crassicornis
Onchidoris muricata
Diaulula sandiegensis
Laila cockerelli
Cadlina luteomarginata
Doto amyra
Peltodoris nobilis

Common Name
Three lined nudibranch
Red gilled nudibranch
Neat or chocolate aeolid
Opalescent nudibranch
Fuzzy onchidoris
Leopard dorid
Cockerell's dorid
Yellow margin dorid
Hammerhead doto
Noble sea lemon

Nudibranch of the Month

Name: Rostanga pulchra
Common Name: Red sponge nudibranch, red dorid
Description: Body is tan to bright red and covered in caryophyllidia. Body can have scattered dark spots. Rhinophores
are distinctive.
Size: 16-33mm
Range: Point Craven, AK to MX. Panama. Chile. Argentina
Depth range: 0-330 ft
Food: Sponges - Acarnus erithacus, Antho lithophoenix, Axocielita originalis, Axocielita, Microciona, Ophlitaspongia
pennata, Ophlitaspongia sp., Plocamia karykina, Plocamia
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Dives & Travel
(JOIN FELLOW MARKER BUOY MEMBERS ON LOCAL & EXOTIC DIVE OUTINGS)
April 14-15: Howe Sound, BC with Doug Coutts

April 16-20: Catalina with Dan Clements

Saturday’s dive: boat dive at Dragon’s Den (intermediate/advanced wall dive) plus one other
site.
Sunday: shore dive near Horseshoe Bay.
Contact Doug Coutts for more information.

Every wanted to dive Catalina? Meet up with Dr Bill
Bushing and dive with critter expert Ruth Harris in
Avalon. Take the Catalina Clipper over for some
spectacular diving in Casino Point, the oldest municipal dive park in the country. If there is sufficient interest, we will charter a boat for the day
and dive the Isthmus area.

April 19-22: Gulf Islands, BC – Alex Tanz

April 23-27: Monterey/Pt Lobos with Dan Clements

Diving from the Nautilus Swell couldn’t be easier.
Once your gear is set up you won’t have to touch
it again for the rest of the trip. Our 38 foot dive
skiff, Inde, is a single step down from the mother
ship. A large multi-level camera table, covered
drysuit rack, work station, gear storage area, and
sparkling clear hot tub. Contact Alex Tanz.

Join club members for the annual trek south to the
Monterey Peninsula. We have found nice accommodations at $75/night. We will be shore diving
Monterey and Pt Lobos, and if there is enough interest will charter for a day’s diving. This is a reasonable and fun way to explore the kelp forests at
a time of year when they have not overrun the water.
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June 1: Bahamas with Dan Clements

Aug 23-27: Barkley Sound with Dan Clements

- Dan Clements Photo
Last year’s trip cost was $1,573, which included diving (including two dolphin, shark, and cave), breakfast, and airport transfer. This does not include airfare. This is a nine
night, eight day trip. While not on the specialty dives mentioned above, we will dive the area’s wrecks and reefs.
Based in Lucaya, Grand Bahama Island.

Trip cost is $870 CDN plus tax, 2-3 dives per day, four
days of diving with Rendezvous Resort in Barkley
Sound, Vancouver Island, Canada. This is six gill shark
week and Dr. Chris Harvey Clark is the scheduled shark
biologist. Price includes transportation to and from Port
Alberni, meals, lodging and air fills. Contact
Dan Clements for info.

Photo Expedition to Taveuni, Fiji Oct 1120, 2012

September 26-30, 2011: Hornby Island with REEF
Trip cost is $857 CDN, plus $150 US for REEF program fee.
Join REEF staffer and critter ID expert Janna Nichols next
year at this spectacular diving location. Janna will teach
you everything you ever wanted to know about Pacific
Northwest fish and invertebrates at this premier temperate water diving destination! Contact Dan Clements for
info.
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Optical Ocean Sales has organized a great trip to Fiji
next October! This all-inclusive trip lead by owner Jack
Connick, is going to the Garden Island of Taveuni for
some awesome diving. Specially oriented to photographers, and arranged by Reef & Rainforests Travel Agency, everything is included; airfare from Los Angeles, 7
nights Ocean View rooms (double occupancy), 3 meals
a day, 3 boat dives a day, tanks, weights and refreshments, as well as unlimited shore diving, use of kayaks
and more! Download our flyer here.
Taveuni is known as the 'Garden Island of Fiji' located 7
kilometers off of Vanua Levu. It is well known for its’
flora and fauna and is a popular destination for many
travelers. Numerous dive sites lie just minutes away. Fiji
is the "soft coral capital" of the world and coral in multicolored hues cover many walls and dive sites.
Cost is $3750 all inclusive from LA. 3 day extension is
$650. Non-divers welcome - $3350.
More info: http://www.opticaloceansales.com/photoexpeditions-travel/taveuni-fiji-photo-expedition-oct-1120-2012/prod_1307.html
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Classified
ACCOMMODATIONS
MAUI CONDO: Great for divers. Ground floor, 1/4 mi.
from B&B Scuba in Kihei. Centrally located to dive
sites. Ref: http://vrbo.com/123327. Cheryl Hughes
206.200.4609

EDUCATION
Book: Critters, Creatures, &
Kelp. This book describes the Edmonds Underwater Park and its history, along with photos and descriptions of major fish, invertebrates,
and plants. Price is $19.95 from the
web site. Contact Dan Clements,
425.418.8755 for more information.

La Paz BCS Condo @ Costa Baja; On the marina
where the “mui excellente” Dive Charter FUN BAJA is
located. View Website: http://vrbo.com/143122 or
Contact Marlene Fletcher@206-251-4347 and mention that you are an MBDC member.

Instructor Members
GREG WILSON – NAUI,
www.eastsidediving.com
greg@eastsidediving.com
425-941-4783

Rhoda Green - PADI
rhodagreen@yahoo.com
425-652-7699.

Jerry Effenberger –PADI
Master Scuba Diver Trainer
Edmonds Underwater Sports
jerrysafediver@comcast.net
206-579-9773.

Scott Christopher- Multiple Certifications
SDI /TDI/ NAUI/NACD/ PADI/ DAN,
www.soundaquatics.com
scott@soundaquatics.com
425-241-1113.

Randy Williams - TDI/SDI Open Water Advanced Mixed-Gas Instructor
NAUI Technical Instructor
heliox@comcast.net
206-387-6749.
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Kim Thomas – NAUI
Northwest Sports Diver
kimmichelle@earthlink.net
206-601-0003
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month at the Sunset Hills Community Center
in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific Northwest. Membership level is around
150. Our members include some that are new to diving or to the Seattle area. Many have over 1000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community Center in Ballard. Monthly
meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and
occasionally slide and video presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of interest to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each year, dive planning parties, an annual picnic at Woodland Park, and an annual banquet.

GENERAL CLUB POLICIES
CLUB ROSTER
WEIGHT BELT REPLACEMENT POLICY
The Marker Buoy Club Roster lists each member’s name, ad- The club will reimburse any member who ditches weights in
dress, phone numbers and email address. The purpose of the what they consider an emergency during any dive, anywhere.
list is for diving - to find a buddy for a spontaneous dive, to The reimbursement is for replacement cost of all items ditched
drum up interest in your forthcoming sponsored dive, or let and not recovered, up to a maximum of $150.
people know if there has been a change in dive plan. No
commercial use is permitted. If you have information to SPONSOR A DIVE, EARN AN AIR CARD
change on the roster contact Joyce Merkel.
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive shops when 6
Marker Buoy members participate on the dive. The Club Oxygen
DIVER’S ED
Kit counts as a buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
The club will reimburse members $15 for successful comple- trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per calendar
tion of advanced certification courses that increases the month. The club has two O2 kits - currently with Fritz & Joyce
member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3 reimbursements Merkel and Gene Coronetz.
per club member per calendar year. Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master, instructor, nitrox, YAHOO GROUPS MARKER BUOYS
DAN O2 Provider, and initial First Aid & CPR (non-renewal). Join our members only on-line web group! Find a last-minute
Reimbursement for other courses subject to board approval. dive buddy, ride, or directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as
Just show proof of course completion to Ross Smith, Treasur- our roster and newsletters:
er, for your reimbursement.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MarkerBuoys, or email
MarkerBuoys-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

MARKER BUOY 2012 BOARD
President: Fritz Merkel
Vice President: Brian Nyenhuis
Secretary: Joyce Merkel

Treasurer: Mark Wilson
Programs: Doug Miller
Newsletter: Gene Coronetz

Webmaster: Karin Fletcher
Fundraiser: Nathalie Curtis
Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson

PUBLIC VERSION – This is a special version of the Buoy Tender for the public. The Member
Version includes private information for contacting dive hosts. Please join our club and
receive the Member Version.
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